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SUMMARY
Supergenes govern multi-trait-balanced polymorphisms in a wide range of systems; however, our under-
standing of their origins and evolution remains incomplete. The reciprocal placement of stigmas and anthers
in pin and thrum floral morphs of distylous species constitutes an iconic example of a balanced polymor-
phism governed by a supergene, the distyly S-locus. Recent studies have shown that the Primula and
Turnera distyly supergenes are both hemizygous in thrums, but it remains unknown whether hemizygosity
is pervasive among distyly S-loci. As hemizygosity has major consequences for supergene evolution and
loss, clarifying whether this genetic architecture is shared among distylous species is critical. Here, we
have characterized the genetic architecture and evolution of the distyly supergene in Linum by generating
a chromosome-level genome assembly of Linum tenue, followed by the identification of the S-locus using
population genomic data. We show that hemizygosity and thrum-specific expression of S-linked genes,
including a pistil-expressed candidate gene for style length, are major features of the Linum S-locus.
Structural variation is likely instrumental for recombination suppression, and although the non-recombining
dominant haplotype has accumulated transposable elements, S-linked genes are not under relaxed purifying
selection. Our findings reveal remarkable convergence in the genetic architecture and evolution of indepen-
dently derived distyly supergenes, provide a counterexample to classic inversion-based supergenes, and
shed new light on the origin and maintenance of an iconic floral polymorphism.
INTRODUCTION

Supergenes control complex phenotypic polymorphisms un-

der balancing selection through the preservation of advanta-

geous allelic combinations.1 They play a key role in multi-trait

adaptation and occur in a wide range of systems, including

ants, butterflies, and plants.2,3 Although supergenes have

been identified in several eukaryotic lineages, we still do not

understand how they evolve and how frequently similar ge-

netic architectures underlie convergent multi-trait phenotypic

polymorphisms.
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Distyly in flowering plants is one of the most emblematic in-

stances of a multi-trait polymorphism controlled by a supergene.

Both the adaptive significance and inheritance of distyly4,5 have

received sustained interest ever since Darwin’s studies.6,7 In dis-

tylous lineages, individuals exhibit one of two types of flowers

that differ primarily in the positions of their sexual organs (Fig-

ure 1) andwith respect to pollen and stigma traits.8 Pin (L-morph)

individuals are long styled and present low anthers, whereas

thrum (S-morph) individuals are short styled with anthers at a

high level in the flower. Distyly has been suggested to increase

the efficacy of pollination7,9,10 through the deposition of pollen
uthor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Distyly in Linum tenue

(A) Thrum individuals (also termed S-morph, to the left) are short styled,

whereas pin individuals are long styled (L-morph, to the right).

(B) Reciprocal location of male (anther) and female (stigma) reproductive or-

gans in thrum (left) and pin (right) flowers. Petals and sepals have been

removed to better visualize reproductive structures, and the scale is indicated

by the scale bar (5 mm). The expected S-locus genotype is indicated below

each morph.
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grains from each morph on different regions of pollinating in-

sects’ bodies.7 Distyly has evolved convergently multiple

times11,12 and is frequently associated with a heteromorphic

self-incompatibility system,8,9,13 which prevents inbreeding

and guarantees disassortative mating.

Early geneticists showed that distyly was inherited as if it was

governed by a single Mendelian locus, the S-locus, with a short

style allele that was dominant over the long style allele in several

distylous species.4,11,14 The classic model of the Primula distyly

S-locus supergene5 included at least three genes affecting the

traits that differ betweenmorphs, with thrum individuals heterozy-

gous (S/s) and pin individuals homozygous (s/s) at the S-locus.

However, contrary to the classic model, genomic studies in Prim-

ula revealed that the dominant haplotype is defined by a 278-kb

region exclusively inherited by thrum individuals in hemizygos-

ity.15–17 The hemizygous region harbors CYP734A50, a gene

that simultaneously controls the position of the style18 and female

self-incompatibility,19 and GLOT, which determines anther posi-

tion.20 The presence of paralogs of S-linked genes at different

genomic locations suggests stepwise assembly of the genes at

the S-locus.20,21 Thrum-specific hemizygosity and S-linked

candidate genes for style elongation have also been documented

in distylous Turnera22,23 and Fagopyrum.24,25
Presence-absence variation resulting in hemizygosity at S-loci

has important implications for our understanding of the origin,

maintenance, and breakdown of distyly.3 Although inversions

are arguably themost common type of structural variation associ-

atedwith recombination suppression at supergenes,3 hemizygos-

ity as a result of insertion-deletion (indel) polymorphism has been

suggested to be a common feature of distyly supergenes.13,22,26

Hemizygosity hasmajor consequences for the evolutionary trajec-

tories of supergenes and modifies expectations for modes of su-

pergene breakdown.3 Determining the prevalence of this genomic

architecture, particularly among distylous systems where it may

be common, is critical for our understanding of the mechanisms

and processes leading to supergene formation and disruption.

Although distyly has evolved convergently in multiple lineages,

we have only just begun to elucidate the genomic architecture

and evolutionary processes shaping S-loci. Genomic and func-

tional studies in additional distylous systems are therefore key

to shed light on whether distyly S-loci exhibit convergent genetic

architecture, gene function, and evolution.

Wild flaxseed species (Linum) present a remarkable opportu-

nity to study the evolution of distyly supergenes because they

exhibit dynamic evolution of mating systems, including multiple

independent origins and losses of distyly.27–29 Distyly in Linum

has been studied since Darwin,6,7 revealing dimorphism not

only in flower structure6,7,27 but also in pollen color and exine

sculpturing, and stigma surface.8,30 Although molecular studies

have led to the identification of candidate S-locus genes,31,32

the distyly S-locus in Linum has not been fully sequenced nor

characterized.

Here, we uncover the genetic architecture and evolution of the

supergene that governs distyly in L. tenue (Figure 1). By first

building a chromosome-level genome assembly, we identify

the Linum S-locus and show that it is characterized by the pres-

ence of a thrum-specific hemizygous �260-kb region that har-

bors nine predicted genes, including a candidate gene for style

length. By extending the study of distyly supergenes to a novel

system, we demonstrate remarkable molecular convergence in

supergene architecture and evolution across widely diverged

systems and shed light on the origin and maintenance of an

iconic floral polymorphism.

RESULTS

A chromosome-level genome assembly of L. tenue
We produced a high-quality de novo genome assembly of a

L. tenue thrum individual to aid the identification of the distyly

S-locus. We first generated a contig assembly based on high-

coverage (�1703) PacBio long-read data, scaffolded with

chromatin conformation capture (Hi-C) data, and polished with

10x Genomics linked reads (Figure S1). We generated a genetic

map to correct and anchor primary scaffolds to 10 linkage

groups (LGs), corresponding to the 10 haploid chromosomes

of L. tenue.33 The resulting 702.1 Mb haploid genome assembly

had a scaffold N50 of 69.3 Mb and was highly complete (com-

plete BUSCOs = 94.2%, flow cytometry-based estimate of

genome size �690 Mb) (Table S1). Annotation of the assembly

using both ab initio prediction tools and RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq) evidence led to the identification of 52,826 coding se-

quences (complete BUSCOs = 93.8%, based on the longest
Current Biology 32, 4360–4371, October 24, 2022 4361



Figure 2. Identification of the distyly S-locus based on population genomic analyses

(A) Differences in coverage between thrum (n = 26) and pin (n = 25) samples indicates the existence of an �260-kb hemizygous region in LG10 (shaded regions

indicate 95% CI), as supported by the existence of six 50 kb adjacent windows that are absent in pin samples.

(B) Genetic differentiation (FST) between morphs in 5-kb windows flanking the�260-kb hemizygous region, using samples from population SMT (thrum = 13 and

pin = 13) (see estimates for population CL; Figure S4). Windows with statistically significant estimates are highlighted in red (p < 0.01, after 1,000 replicates of

permutation test per window, followed by FDR correction with the Benjamini-Hochberg method).

(C) Differences in mean p between thrum and pin individuals, also in 5 kb windows flanking the �260 kb hemizygous region for population SMT and with sta-

tistically significant estimates highlighted in red.

(D) Manhattan plot depicting the association between SNP genotype and floral morph in L. tenue (n = 42 individuals, 21 of eachmorph) across the entire genome.

Dashed and contiguous horizontal lines denote suggestive (�log10(1 3 10�6)) and significant association (�log10(1 3 10�9)) prior to multiple testing correction.

SNPs colored in red highlight loci that were significantly associatedwith floral morph following FDR correction using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, p < 0.01.

(E) Manhattan plot depicting GWAS results for LG10.

(F) Manhattan plot of the region neighboring the masked �260 kb hemizygous region.

The masked �260 kb hemizygous region is shaded in gray in (B), (C), and (F). See also Figures S2 and S3.
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isoform per gene; Table S1) and 595,563 non-overlapping repet-

itive sequences that make up ca. 49.36% of the genome.

The distyly supergene is hemizygous in thrum
individuals
Presence-absence variation is an important feature of distyly

supergenes in Primula and Turnera.15,17,22 To identify genomic

regions harboring presence-absence variation between floral

morphs, we analyzed genome coverage for 21 pin and

22 thrum individuals sequenced with short reads. We identified

an �300-kb region between 38.40 and 38.70 Mb on LG10 with
4362 Current Biology 32, 4360–4371, October 24, 2022
significantly elevated coverage in thrums relative to pins (Fig-

ure 2A) (Wilcoxon signed-rank test followed by Bonferroni

correction, W = 0.0, p < 0.001 for windows between LG10:

38.40–38.70 Mb, and NS for all remaining 50 kb windows across

the entire genome; mean coverage across samples: mean =

29.45, SD = 9.73, n = 43) (Figure S2A). In contrast, there were

no windows where pin individuals had significantly higher

coverage than thrums. Compared with flanking regions,

coverage in the 38.40–38.70Mb region of LG10 was significantly

reduced in thrum individuals, as expected if thrums are hemizy-

gous (Figures 2A and S2A). The presence of an �260-kb
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thrum-specific region on LG10 was confirmed by the alignment

of 10x Genomics linked-read Supernova genome assemblies

of thrum (n = 4) and pin (n = 5) individuals to the L. tenue refer-

ence genome (Figure S2E) and linked-read S-locus haplotype

reconstruction for the reference genome individual

(Figures S5C and S5D). This �260-kb insertion-deletion (indel)

harbors a gene encoding a homolog of the L. grandiflorum

style-expressed thrum-specific protein TSS1 (see section distyly

candidate genes at the S-locus show thrum-specific expression)

suggested to be S-linked in L. grandiflorum.31,32 We therefore

considered the�260-kb thrum-specific region on LG10 a candi-

date region for the distyly S-locus in L. tenue.

To conclusively identify the distyly supergene in L. tenue,

we performed a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of

8.7 million SNPs in 21 thrum and 21 pin individuals grown from

different seed families collected in two natural populations in An-

dalusia (STAR Methods). This analysis intended to pinpoint

SNPs strongly associated with floral morph, coded as a binary

trait. We identified a single genomic region on LG10 (positions

38,425,470–38,686,519) as significantly associated with floral

morph (Figures 2D and S2B) and thus likely to harbor the

L. tenue distyly supergene. There were 79 SNPs immediately

flanking (within 3.5 kb) the previously identified�260-kb hemizy-

gous region that were strongly associated with floral morph

(Fisher’s exact test, followed by false discovery rate [FDR] con-

trol with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, p < 0.01)

(Figures 2E and 2F). High genetic differentiation (FST) between

thrum and pin individuals extended �15 kb outside of the hemi-

zygous region (Figures 2B, 2C, and S2C) (p < 0.01 after FDR/BH

correction, permutation test, 1,000 replicates per window), and

5-kb windows immediately flanking the hemizygous region had

higher nucleotide diversity (p) in thrum than that in pin individ-

uals, as expected if these regions were heterozygous in thrum in-

dividuals (Figures 2C and S2D) (p < 0.01 after FDR/BH correc-

tion, permutation test, 1,000 replicates per window).

Together, coverage analyses, GWAS, haplotype reconstruc-

tion, and analyses of a high-quality thrum reference assembly

and nine additional draft assemblies (including five pin and four

thrum assemblies) indicate that the L. tenue S-locus is charac-

terized by the presence of an�260 kb hemizygous region exclu-

sive to the dominant S-haplotype andmissing from the recessive

s-haplotype. Sequence differentiation between the dominant

and recessive haplotype is limited to �15 kb immediately flank-

ing the hemizygous region. Thus, the distylyS-locus in L. tenue is

predominantly hemizygous in thrums (98.64% of its sequence).

Lack of broad-scale recombination suppression around
the distyly supergene
Highly localized sequence differentiation between pins and

thrums surrounding the hemizygous region suggests that the

distyly S-locus is not located in a genomic region with broad-

scale recombination suppression. Accordingly, map-based

broad-scale recombination rates were not lower in the

region around the S-locus (4.09 cM/Mb) than the rest of the

genome (Figure S3A), and linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay in

natural populations (n = 43) showed no evidence for broad

recombination rate suppression outside of the hemizygous re-

gion (Figure S3B). Thus, structural variation at the S-locus is un-

likely to be a consequence of reduced efficacy of selection
against structural variation in a broad non-recombining region,

and integrity of floral and reproductive trait combinations in pin

and thrummorphs is upheld by local recombination suppression

at the supergene.

Evolutionary genetic signatures of relaxed selection at
the distyly supergene
Hemizygosity of the S-locus in thrums can elegantly explain the

absence of recombination at distyly supergenes. Morph-limited

inheritance and lack of recombination could lead to genetic

degeneration and accumulation of repetitive elements, but

decay can be slowed down by hemizygous exposure of reces-

sive deleterious alleles to selection.3 To better understand the

evolution of the non-recombining dominant S-haplotype, we

asked whether the S-locus harbors more transposable element

(TE) insertions and deleterious mutations than its genomic

neighborhood.

First, we compared TE content at the S-locus with that of its

flanking regions and the rest of LG10. We found that the distyly

S-locus was enriched in TEs relative to its immediate genomic

neighborhood (Figure 3C) (S-locus proportion TEs in 25-kb win-

dows: median = 62.50%, n = 9; flanking regions: median =

31.8%, n = 18) (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, W = 5.0, p < 0.001)

and compared with other windows in LG10 (Figure 3B). The

vast majority of S-locus TEs that could be classified were retro-

transposons (81.73%), consisting of 63.65% long terminal

repeat (LTR) retroelements and 18.08% long interspersed re-

peats (LINEs), followed by DNA transposons (17.18%) and finally

Helitrons (1.08%), but there was no marked difference in the TE

composition of the S-locus relative to its linkage group or the

whole genome. Accumulation of TE insertions in distyly super-

genes might be facilitated by the joint action of lack of recombi-

nation and reduced effective population size, as for other self-in-

compatibility loci.34

Next, using polymorphism data from thrum samples, we

tested for a signature of relaxed purifying selection and found

no significant difference in the ratio of nonsynonymous to synon-

ymous polymorphism (pN/pS) between S-linked and neighboring

genes (Figure 3E; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, W = 12, NS). These

results suggest that S-linked genes are not accumu-

lating deleterious SNPs, consistent with recent simulations

showing that hemizygosity at supergenes might slow this

process.3

Distyly candidate genes at the S-locus show
thrum-specific expression
As a basis for further functional and evolutionary genetic studies,

we conducted detailed annotation of the S-locus and analyzed

RNA-seq data from floral buds, individual mature floral organs

(pistils, stamens, and petals), and leaves to delineate candidate

genes with floral organ-specific or biased expression between

morphs.

There were nine protein-coding genes in the dominant

S-haplotype, excluding six genes with TE-related functions

(Figure 3A; Data S1A). Five of the S-locus genes had no known

function (Data S1A). Genes encoding proteins with assigned

functions included: a protein of the vascular-related unknown

protein1 (VUP1) family involved in regulating tissue growth

modulated by hormone signaling (see discussion of LtTSS1
Current Biology 32, 4360–4371, October 24, 2022 4363
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Figure 3. Haplotype structure and patterns of molecular evolution at the S-locus

(A) Schematic representation of the dominantS and recessive s alleles of the distylyS-locus, indicating the location of the two distyly candidate genes LtTSS1 and

LtWDR-44, only present in the dominant S allele.

(B) Distribution of the fraction of repetitive regions in 25-kb windows across LG10. The median value of the fraction of repeats in 25-kb windows (n = 9) for the

S-locus falls in the third quartile of the distribution (solid line represents the S-locus median = 62.50%; dotted lines represent the first and third quartiles at the S-

locus = 60.77% and 75.90%).

(C) Comparison of the fraction of repetitive sequences linked to the S-locus (n = 9, 25 kb windows) and neighboring loci (n = 9, 25 kb windows for each up- and

down-stream regions) (***p % 0.001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Box edges indicate the lower and upper quartiles, respectively, and the middle line the median,

whereas whiskers extend to 1.5 times beyond the upper or lower quartile.

(D) Comparison of pN/pS estimates between S-linked (n = 4 genes with ps > 0) and neighboring genes (n = 8 genes with ps > 0 on both sides of the S-locus) (mean

pN/ps: S-locus = 0.597, neighboring = 0.300, 13 individuals from population SMT) (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Boxplots are defined as in (C).

See also Figure S2.
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below), an amino acid-binding protein (WD repeat-containing

protein 44, WDR44—see discussion of LtWDR44 below), a

tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein, and a gene encod-

ing a protein belonging to a gene family that includes genes

with functions in pollen development (PANTHER family:

PTHR34190, GO term: GO:0009555) (Data S1A). The latter

gene (LITEG00000052183) was the only S-locus gene that was

also present in the recessive s-haplotype, �1-kb downstream

of the �260-kb indel (Figure 3A). At the upstream limit of the in-

del, we further annotated a complete gene (LITEG00000052188)

in the dominant S-haplotype that was truncated in the recessive

s-haplotype (Figure 3A).

The dominant S-haplotype harbored a strong candidate gene

for style length, L. tenue TSS1 (LtTSS1). This gene is homolo-

gous to the L. grandiflorum gene TSS1 (significant alignment

with Blastp: E value = 3 3 10�6, length = 173, gaps = 8%)

(Figure 3A; Data S1A), a thrum-specific S-linked gene in

L. grandiflorum.32 LtTSS1 shows pistil- and bud-specific expres-

sion in thrum and negligible expression in pin (Figures 4A and 4B;

Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Wbud = 0, p < 0.01; Wpistil = 0, p < 0.05).

The amino acid sequence of LtTSS1 shows significant similarity

to A. thaliana VUP1 (AT3G21710; best match = IPR039280,

E value = 7.8 3 10�11, BLAST search with UniProt).35 VUP1
4364 Current Biology 32, 4360–4371, October 24, 2022
is a differentially spliced nuclear protein associated with

development that suppresses cell expansion leading to

reductions in organ size, including shorter floral organs, when

overexpressed.36 Interestingly, the effect of VUP1 overexpres-

sion was conserved also for orthologs from other vascular plants

such as poplar,Brachypodium andSelaginella.36 As cell length is

shorter in thrum than pin styles of both L. tenue and

L. grandiflorum,32,37 LtTSS1 is a strong candidate for a locus

regulating style length.

The S-linked gene LtWDR-44 is an interesting candidate gene

for floral differentiation and pollen function between morphs due

to its annotation suggesting functions in developmental growth

and hormone-mediated signaling. LtWDR-44 is also exclusively

expressed in thrum tissues (Figures 4A, 4B, and 4E), showing pri-

mary but not exclusive expression in pistils (median: pistils = 3.72

transcripts per million [TPM], stamen = 0.13 TPM) (Data S1A).

Three additional S-linked genes (INDELG00000000001,

LITEG00000052183, and LITEG00000052188) were expressed

in both petals and stamens and are potential candidate genes

for anther position or pollen specificity, respectively, whereas

the remaining S-linked genes were not detectably expressed in

our samples. These results help delineate candidate genes at

the S-locus, confirm thrum-specific expression S-linked genes,
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Figure 4. Differential expression in thrumand pin floral organs and leaves demonstrates thrum-biased expression ofS-linked candidate genes
Volcano plots of log2-fold change of expression versus significance for (A) entire floral buds (n thrum = 6, pin = 4), (B) pistils (n thrum = 3, pin = 3), (C) stamens

(n thrum = 3, pin = 3), (D) corollas (n thrum = 3, pin = 3), and (E) leaves (n thrum = 6, pin = 4). Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) are highlighted in red (horizontal

dashed line, cutoff for adjusted p < 0.001; vertical dashed lines, log2-fold change > |1.5|). Since LtTSS1 and LtWDR-44 were identified as DEG upregulated in

(legend continued on next page)
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Table 1. Summary of differentially expressed genes in thrum and

pin floral organs and leaves

Tissue Analyzed Significant DEG (%) LFC > 0 (%) LFC < 0 (%)

Bud 37,001 123 (0.33) 73 (0.20) 50 (0.14)

Pistil 28,615 101 (0.35) 32 (0.11) 69 (0.24)

Stamen 26,908 223 (0.83) 200 (0.74) 23 (0.09)

Petal 23,803 52 (0.22) 23 (0.10) 29 (0.12)

Leaf 30,439 54 (0.18) 37 (0.12) 17 (0.06)

Significant differentially expressed genes (adjusted p < 0.01) were classi-

fied as up- (LFC > 0) or downregulated (LFC < 0) in thrum relative to

pin samples. The analyzed sets exclude genes with zero counts across

all samples, extreme count outliers (detected by Cook’s distance),

and low mean normalized counts. See Data S1B for gene set enrichment

results.
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and demonstrate that the style-length candidate gene LtTSS1

has pistil-specific expression in L. tenue.

Cell-wall-related genes are differentially regulated in
thrum and pin pistils and stamens
To investigate sets of genes and pathways that might be regu-

lated by S-linked genes, we performed differential expression

analyses. We were specifically interested in differential expres-

sion of cell-wall-related genes between floral morphs, as altered

expression of such genes is an effect of overexpression of the

TSS1 homolog VUP1.36

Floral buds showed a higher proportion of differentially ex-

pressed genes (DEGs) between morphs compared with leaves,

and among mature floral organs, stamens had the largest frac-

tion of DEGs, followed by pistils and petals (Table 1). Cell-wall-

related genes (GO:0071555; GO:0042545), mostly related to

pectins, were significantly enriched among DEG (p % 0.05;

Data S1E) in both pistils and stamens, which differ in length

and cell size between floral morphs,37 as well as in buds, but

not in petals and leaves (Data S1B). In pistils, GO terms showed

significant enrichment in cell wall organization/composition

through oxido-reductive activity mainly located in the cell walls

and anchored to membrane compartments. Thrum-specific

expression of LtTSS1 in pistils is thus associated with altered

regulation of genes involved in cell wall organization/composi-

tion, potentially resulting in shorter styles in thrum flowers.

Evidence for stepwise assembly of the Linum S-locus
gene set
We investigated the genomic position of paralogs of S-linked

genes in our genome assembly. If the distyly supergene formed

via segmental duplication, most paralogs of S-linked genes

should stem from the same genomic region, but if they are scat-

tered across the genome, this would support stepwise assembly

of the S-linked gene set. Reciprocal BLAST analyses identified

putative paralogs of three S-linked genes (LITEG00000052184,

LITEG00000052185, and LtWDR-44) in two regions of LG1
thrum floral buds and pistils, we compared normalized counts of both genes betw

stamens, (I and N) corollas, and (J and O) leaves (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, Wilcoxon r

lower and upper quartiles, respectively, whereas the median is indicated by the

beyond the lower and upper quartiles, respectively. See also Data S1B.
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separated by > 60 Mb, with > 2 Mb between genes at the up-

stream end of the chromosome (Data S1D). The closest putative

paralogs of the S-locus genes LITEG00000052183 and

LITEG00000052188 were found on LG9 separated by 33 Mb.

Synonymous divergence (dS) between S-linked genes and their

putative paralogs, a proxy for the time since gene duplication,

varied greatly and suggests duplication at different times

(Figure 5).

Finally, to investigate whether the scattered distribution is

ancestral, we conducted similar analyses based on the high-

quality reference genomes of two outgroups within the Malphi-

giales, cassava (Manihot esculenta)38 and poplar (Populus

trichocarpa).39 There were four S-linked genes with significant

matches in both genomes (Data S1E), located on different chro-

mosomes, with the exception of matches to LtTSS1 and LtWDR-

44, which were co-located in both genomes, although more than

0.8 and 1.5 Mb apart in the case of cassava and poplar, respec-

tively. Taken together, these results suggest stepwise assembly

of the gene set at the Linum S-locus.

DISCUSSION

Complex phenotypic polymorphisms have long fascinated biol-

ogists; however, until very recently, the genetic architecture

and evolution of supergenes remained uncharacterized. Here,

we expand detailed characterization of distyly supergenes to Li-

num, a classic system for the study of distyly.6 Building on a

chromosome-level genome assembly of L. tenue, we identify

the distyly supergene and show that the dominant S-haplotype

harbors an�260 kb thrum-specific hemizygous region. Although

the dominant allele has accumulated TEs, S-linked genes do not

show signatures of relaxed purifying selection, in line with theo-

retical predictions.3,40,41 Finally, we identified a pistil-specific

candidate gene for style length. Our results show that indepen-

dently evolved Linum, Primula, and Turnera S-loci, which are

the distyly supergenes studied in most detail so far, exhibit

remarkable convergence in their genetic architecture with

hemizygosity in thrum individuals as a shared feature. In ants,

convergent genetic architectures involving supergenes underlie

independently evolved colony social form polymorphisms.42

Likewise, convergent evolution of recombination suppression

resulting in mating-type supergenes has previously been docu-

mented in anther smut fungi.43 These examples highlight that

strong selection can result in convergent evolution of supergene

architectures.

Hemizygosity in thrums could elegantly explain both the lack

of recombination and dominance of the thrum S-locus allele,

but structural variation could potentially constitute either a cause

or a consequence of suppressed recombination. In Primula, the

location of the S-locus in a pericentromeric region21,26,44 might

have favored supergene formation if recombination rates were

ancestrally low in this region. In contrast, at the Linum distyly su-

pergene, we observed localized recombination suppression

largely coinciding with the boundaries of the thrum-hemizygous
een pin and thrum samples in (F and K) floral buds, (G and L) pistils, (H and M)

ank-sum test). The lower and upper edge of the boxes show the location of the

thick line within the box. The whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range



A B Figure 5. Stepwise assembly of the gene set

at the Linum distyly S-locus

(A) Synonymous divergence betweenS-linked genes

and their closest putative paralogs for three S-linked

genes varies greatly, suggesting gene duplication at

different times. Error bars represent standard error

estimates based on 500 bootstrap replicates.

(B) Putative paralogs ofS-linked genes are located in

widely separated parts of the L. tenue genome as-

sembly, suggesting stepwise assembly of the gene

set at the S-locus. See Data S1D and S1E for all

significant BLAST hits to the L. tenue genome and

Malphigiales outgroups.
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region, without broad-scale recombination suppression sur-

rounding the supergene. This observation suggests that struc-

tural variation is not a consequence of suppressed recombina-

tion and that local recombination suppression coinciding with

structural variation at the S-locus preserves the integrity of pin

and thrum trait combinations.

The joint effects of suppressed recombination and morph-

limited inheritance can precipitate accumulation of deleterious

mutations. This process is expected to be slower for super-

genes harboring indels instead of inversions because recessive

deleterious mutations in hemizygous regions are directly

exposed to selection.3 At the Linum distyly supergene, we

observed an enrichment of TEs, but no signature of relaxed

purifying selection on S-linked genes. This result mirrors recent

findings in Primula,17,21 and although efficient selection against

recessive deleterious mutations in hemizygous regions could

contribute to this pattern, sequence constraints on S-linked

genes resulting from their role in distyly could also be involved.

The Linum distyly supergene thus provides a counterexample

to classic inversion supergenes such as the P locus in Helico-

nius which is accumulating both TEs and deleterious

mutations.45

How then did the Linum distyly supergene originate? Although

detailed comparative studies will be required to answer this

question, our results provide some information on the likely

age and sequence of events. The finding that the L. tenue

S-locus harbors LtTSS1, an ortholog of the L. grandiflorum

thrum-specific and S-linked gene TSS1,31,32 suggests that as-

pects of distyly such as style-length polymorphism governed

by presence-absence polymorphism at the S-locus could have

arisen once and been retained for at least 30–40 million years,

since the divergence of L. tenue and L. grandiflorum.29,46 Our

finding that paralogs of S-linked genes are found in disparate

genomic locations both in L. tenue and in outgroups suggests

that theS-locus gene set evolved in a stepwise process involving

several gene duplications and translocations, similar to the

Primula S-locus.20,21

The independent evolution of distyly supergenes with hemi-

zygosity in thrums inevitably raises the question: why did evolu-

tion repeatedly favor this genetic architecture? One possibility is

that hemizygosity facilitates establishment of new advantageous

mutations, as they will be directly exposed to efficient selec-

tion.47 Under the ‘‘selfing avoidance’’ model, the first mutation

would have led to the origin of pollen incompatibility in a mono-

morphic and self-compatible population.48 In contrast, the ‘‘pol-

len transfer’’ hypothesis suggests that the first mutation would

modify the length of the style in a population of approach
herkogamous flowers.12 Although it is unknown how distyly

evolved in Linum, ancestral state reconstruction studies suggest

several transitions from approach herkogamy to distyly.29 Deter-

mining whether mutations affecting pistil length were the first

step in the formation of the Linum distylyS-locus will shed further

light on this question.

A particularly strong candidate gene for the control of style

elongation in L. tenue is the S-linked gene LtTSS1, due to its

pistil-specific expression only in thrums, its inferred biological

function, and the presence of an ortholog, TSS1 as a thrum-

specific and S-linked gene in L. grandiflorum, a species which

exhibits style-length polymorphism but not anther height poly-

morphism.6 Previous morphometric work in Linum reported

longer style cells in pin compared with thrum flowers, indicating

that style length dimorphism is caused by differences in cell elon-

gation.32,37 Importantly, because LtTSS1 significantly resembles

genes from the VUP1 family, which have been linked to organ

size reduction through repressed cell expansion,36 it is likely

that the expression of LtTSS1 in thrum pistils limits cell expan-

sion leading to shorter styles. The expression of LtTSS1 in floral

buds suggests the early onset of developmental processes un-

derlying differences in style length between morphs, and the sig-

nificant enrichment of genes involved in cell wall modification

among floral bud and pistil DEG between morphs further sup-

ports this idea. Cell length reduction leading to shorter thrum pis-

tils is controlled by hemizygous CYP734A50 in Primula18 and

TsBAHD in Turnera.22,23 Interestingly, both genes encode bras-

sinosteroid-inactivating enzymes,18,23 which not only determine

pistil length but also female incompatibility function.19,23 Hetero-

morphic self-incompatibility has been documented in L. tenue.49

As overexpression of VUP1 downregulates both brassinoste-

roid-responsive and auxin-responsive genes,36 it will be relevant

to investigate the molecular pathways involved in determining

pistil length and female incompatibility in Linum. Further func-

tional studies of LtTSS1 and other S-linked genes that we have

identified here will be required to conclusively elucidate the

genetic and developmental mechanisms underlying distyly in

Linum.

Taken together, our findings in combination with those of

earlier studies indicate remarkable convergence with respect

to the genetic architecture, origin, and evolution of distyly super-

genes in Linum, Primula,15,17,20,21 and Turnera.22 Our results

motivate further work to better understand the conditions

favoring similar mechanisms and processes for the origin and

maintenance of supergenes and suggest that convergent

molecular mechanisms may underlie a classic case of pheno-

typic convergence.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Plant material
Mature fruits of the distylous Linum tenue Desf. which occurs in southern Spain and north Africa were sampled at two localities in

Andalusia, Spain: iii) in Castillo de Locubı́n, Valdepeñas de Ja�en (Ja�en) (37�33’50.5"N 3�53’22.9"W) (CL onwards), and ) Santa Marı́a

de Trassierra, Sierra Morena (Córdoba) (37�55’55.1"N, 4�52’59.9"W) (SMT onwards). Fruits from eachmother plant were collected in

individual paper bags and treated with silica gel for 24 to 48 hours to reduce moisture. For plant propagation, we sterilized seeds

using a treatment of 10% bleach solution with liquid detergent, followed by washes with 70% ethanol and sterile, distilled water.

Seeds were germinated in Murashige-Skoog medium (Sigma Aldrich, USA) and covered with a thin layer of top agar. After

25 days of stratification at 4�C, wemoved petri dishes to a controlled climate chamber at Stockholm University (Stockholm, Sweden)

set to 16 h light at 20�C: 8 h dark at 18�C, 60%maximum humidity, 122 mE light intensity. We transplanted germinated seeds to pots

containing a mixture of equal parts of vermiculite and perlite for two parts of regular soil (Hasselfors Garden, Sweden).

We collected and snap froze leaves of one thrum individual (SMT-34-3) for the production of a genome assembly, leaves of 43 in-

dividuals with known morph (CL: pin=8, thrum=8; SMT: pin=13, thrum=13) for population genomic analyses, and F1 (pin=F1.11 and

thrum=F1.5) and 180 F2 individuals for the production of a linkage map.

For annotation of our genome assembly, we sampled and snap froze leaves, stems, floral buds and mature flowers of two thrum

individuals (SMT-3-1 and SMT-38-2). Samples were taken with sterilized forceps and placed in 2 mL Eppendorf tubes, then flash

frozen in liquid nitrogen. For differential expression analyses, we sampled and snap froze floral buds (n thrum=6, pin=4, three rep-

licates per individual), leaves (n thrum=6, pin=4, three replicates per individual), pistils (n thrum=3, pin=3), stamens (n thrum=3,

pin=3) and petals (n thrum=3, pin=3) (Data S1C).

For generation of chromatin conformation and capture data, we sampled leaves from a thrum individual (individual SMT-24-4). For

a subset of three individuals, fresh leaves were collected and tested for absolute DNA content at Plant Cytometry Services (Didam,

The Netherlands) using the propidium iodide (PI) staining method and flow cytometry using Allium schoenoprasum as standard (DNA

content=15.03 pg/2C).

We produced F1 plants by performing legitimate crosses between individuals from populations CL and SMT grown in our growth

chambers at Stockholm University. After performing multiple hand-pollinations, we selected a single pair of parental plants

(SMT.2.1 - Pin x CL.1.1 - Thrum) based on the number of successfully produced fruits harvested and stored as previously described.

Two individuals from this F1 were used to produce an F2 mapping population. As before, we performed multiple crosses of a pair of

F1 individuals (F1.11 - Pin x F1.5 - Thrum) and collected ripe fruits from plants that were grown and sampled following the same

experimental settings and procedures previously described. Finally, we grew 180 F2 offspring from this cross and sampled leaves

for the production of a genetic map. In total, our study included 244 L. tenue individuals (62 individuals from natural populations, 2 F1s

and 180 F2s; Data S1C).
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METHOD DETAILS

DNA extraction and sequencing
To generate a reference genome for the thrummorph of L. tenue, we produced a variety of data sets for which different extraction and

sequencing methods were used. To obtain long-read sequencing data using the Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT) Sequencing

technology from Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) (Sequel sequencing instrument, V3.0 chemistry), young leaves from a thrum individual

(SMT-34-3) were snap frozen and disrupted by high-speed shaking with stainless steel beads. High molecular-weight (HMW)

genomic DNA was extracted from approximately 100 mg of lysed material using the kit Genomic-tip 100/G (QIAGEN, Germany)

followingmanufacturer’s instructions. DNA concentration and purity weremeasured usingQubit andNanoDrop respectively. Sample

integrity and fragment size distribution were determined through pulsed-field capillary electrophoresis using a Femto Pulse system.

DNA was sheared to 60 Kb, and a SMRTbell library of size 31 Kb was generated and further sequenced on 16 SMRT cells. The re-

sulting datawasmerged usingDatasetMeger 0.3.0, and imported into the SMRTAnalysis software suite (v2.3.0) (Pacific Biosciences,

CA) to filter out sequences shorter than 500 bp or with a quality lower than 80, and generate subreads. This led to a data set of 119 Gb

represented in 10,217,936 subreads.

To generate chromosomal conformation and capture data, nuclei from young leaves of a thrum individual were extracted using the

protocol presented by Workman et al.85 Chromatin conformation capture data was generated following the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions for the commercially available kit of the Hi-C method86 Proximo Hi-C 2.0 of Phase Genomics (Seattle, WA). First, intact nuclei

were crosslinked using a formaldehyde solution, digested using the DpnII restriction enzyme, and proximity ligated with biotinylated

nucleotides to create chimeric molecules composed of fragments from different regions of the genome that were physically proximal

in vivo. Molecules were pulled down with streptavidin beads and processed into an Illumina-compatible sequencing library.

To polish the genome assembly, an HMW DNA extract from the individual SMT-34-3 (previously sequenced with SMRT PacBio)

was used to create a 10X Chromium genomic library for linked-read sequencing. HMWDNAwas extracted using the kit Genomic-tip

100/G (QIAGEN, Germany). Sequencing libraries were prepared from 0.6 ng of DNA using theChromiumGenome Library preparation

kit (cat# 120�260/58/61/62) following the manufacturers’ protocol (#CG00043 Chromium Genome Reagent Kit v2 User Guide). The

library was sequenced on a HiSeqX system (paired-end 150bp read length, v2.5 sequencing chemistry). Linked-read sequences

were also obtained for additional samples from natural populations (thrum=5 and pin=5). Both library preparation and sequencing

were conducted at the SNP&SEQ Technology Platform in Uppsala (Sweden).

To aid scaffolding and correction of potential misassembles, we generated data for the production of a genetic linkage map. Thus,

we sequenced the pair of parental plants (SMT.2.1 - Pin x CL.1.1 - Thrum), the F1 individuals (F1.11 - Pin and F1.5 - Thrum) and 180 F2

samples. Genomic DNA from young frozen leaves was extracted using the kit Isolate II Plant DNA (Bioline, UK). DNA concentration

and purity were measured using Qubit and NanoDrop respectively. For parental individuals and F1s, sequencing libraries were pre-

pared from 100 ng of DNA using the TruSeq Nano DNA sample preparation kit from Illumina (cat# 20015964/5) targeting an insert size

of 350 bp, following the manufacturers’ instructions. For F2s, indexed sequencing libraries were generated using the Nextera DNA

Flex protocol, according to the manufacturers’ instructions. For the sequencing of the parental individuals, libraries were sequenced

on Illumina’s HiSeqX sequencer (150-bp paired-end reads, v2.5 sequencing chemistry). For the sequencing of the F1 individuals, a

NovaSeq 6000 system from Illumina was used with a S4 flowcell (150-bp paired-end reads, v1 sequencing chemistry). Finally, DNA

from 180 F2 individuals was processed on a NovaSeq6000 (NovaSeq Control Software 1.6.0/RTA v3.4.4) sequencer with a 2x151

setup using ‘NovaSeqXp’ workflow in ‘S4’ mode flowcell. The Bcl to FastQ conversion was performed using bcl2fastq_v2.20.0.422

from the CASAVA software suite. For parental and F1 individuals, library preparation and sequencing were executed at the SNP&SEQ

Technology Platform in Uppsala (Sweden) and for F2 individuals at the Genomics Applications Platform of the National Genomics

Infrastructure (Sweden).

Finally, we generated a population genomic data set by sequencing 43 individuals with known morph (Data S1B). Genomic DNA

extraction and short-read sequencing of these individuals was done as described above for parental plants.

RNA extraction and sequencing
For annotation of the genome assembly, total RNA was extracted from leaves, stems, floral buds andmature flowers using RNAeasy

Plant Mini kit (QIAGEN, Germany) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA quantity and quality were evaluated by running ali-

quots of all samples on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) using RNA Plant Nano microfluidic

chips. Illumina TruSeq RNA Library v2 prep kits (Illumina, San Diego) were used for library construction. Two technical replicates

derived from independently generated sequencing libraries were sequenced for each biological replicate (individual). Sequencing

libraries were prepared using the TruSeq stranded mRNA library preparation kit (Illumina) including polyA selection according to

the manufacturers’ protocol. Sequencing was then performed on an Illumina NovaSeq S1 Sequencing System to produce paired-

end 150bp read length sequences using the v1 chemistry at the SNP&SEQ Technology Platform in Uppsala (Sweden).

Genome assembly
Weproduced a high-quality de novo genome assembly of a single outbred L. tenue thrum individual based on high-coverage (�170x)

PacBio long-read data (V3.0 chemistry on Sequel), with scaffolding using Hi-C data and a genetic linkage map. We first

generated a partially phased diploid assembly (i.e. a diploid assembly with primary contigs and haplotigs) using FALCON and

FALCON Unzip50 that was polished using Arrow. The resulting primary assembly was 879.49 Mb (No. sequences=1222, contig
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N50=1.43 Mb; Table S1) and had an associated set of haplotigs of 161.13 Mb (No. sequences=1540). We used PurgeHaplotigs52 to

reassign misclassified primary contigs as haplotigs based on read-depth analyses and repeat annotations (Figure S1).

We next scaffolded the assembly using chromatin conformation and capture (Hi-C) data. The purged version of the primary assem-

bly (615.74 Mb, No. sequences=553), the set of haplotigs originally identified with FALCON-Unzip concatenated to those reassigned

by PurgeHaplotigs (420.59 Mb, No. sequences=2,128), and the Hi-C data were used to phase and scaffold the genome assembly.

First, the partially phased PacBio-based assembly was processed together with the Hi-C data using FALCON-Phase v1.2.051 avail-

able as the pb-assembly package (v0.0.8) from Bioconda (https://bioconda.github.io/recipes/pb-assembly/) to produce two full

length pseudo-haplotypes for phase0 and 1. For scaffolding, Hi-C reads were aligned to phase0 of the FALCON-Phase assembly

using BWA-MEM (v0.7.17)53 followed by filtering with SAMtools (v1.9)54 and the script PreprocessSAMs.pl (https://github.com/

tangerzhang/ALLHiC/blob/master/scripts/) to keep only links with strong signals in the Hi-C data set, and the scaffolds of phase0

were chained into ten pseudochromosomes using ALLHiC (v0.9.13).55 This step was followed by a rescue step to assign unplaced

contigs into partitioned clusters as implemented in ALLHiC (v0.9.13).55 After a second round of FALCON-Phase using the scaffolded

version of phase0 as primary assembly and the non-scaffolded version of phase1 as associated contigs, misplaced scaffolds were

reassigned to each phase. This yielded a chromosome-scale (scaffold N50 64.2 Mb) phased pseudo-diploid assembly of ten pseu-

dochromosomes totaling 703.83 Mb for phase0 and 702.16 Mb for phase1 (Table S1). To polish the assembly, 10x Genomics linked

reads were aligned to each phase of the reference using Long Ranger (https://github.com/10xGenomics/longranger), followed by

two rounds of Pilon.87 We further edited phase1 to retain a region (contig 000228F_arrow) preliminarily identified as associated

with floral morph, that was removed during the first step of the Hi-C scaffolding procedure (Figure S4). Assembly statistics for

each step of the assembly were obtained using the script gaas_fasta_statistics.pl (https://github.com/NBISweden/GAAS/tree/

master/bin).

We anchored scaffolds to pseudochromosomes and corrected mis-joins using Lep-Anchor.56 As Lep-Anchor requires a haploid

assembly, we processed a haploid assembly representing one of our phases of our scaffolded pseudo-diploid assembly (phase1).

First, we generated a linkage map in Lep-MAP357 based on short-read sequencing data from a mapping population of 180 F2 indi-

viduals. Second, we generated a chains file made in HaploMerger.58 Third, we generated a paf file mapping the FALCON phase

round 1 assembly to the scaffolded pseudo-diploid assembly (phase1) withminimap2.59We input these data in Lep-Anchor to obtain

10 pseudochromosomes.

Inspection of Lep-Anchor Marey maps identified regions, where the recombination map position and the physical position of the

marker did not match (Figure S5A). Further inspection of the Hi-C data based on a HiGlass visualization60 supported this conclusion,

and thus wemanually edited two regions on LG1 and LG5 (Figure S5B). In the first case wemoved the region to the end of LG1 and in

the second we inserted it at position 56,376,345 of LG5. The final haploid genome assembly contained 10 pseudochromosomes with

a total length of 702.08 Mb and was highly contiguous (scaffold N50 69.33 Mb) and complete (BUSCO complete 94.2%) (Table S1).

S-locus haplotype phasing
To phase haplotypes at the S-locus we mapped 10x Genomics linked-read sequencing data from thrum individual SMT-34-3 to the

reference genome using Long Ranger (https://github.com/10xGenomics/longranger) which through FreeBayes88 calls phased

variants. Within the region identified as associated with floral morph in GWAS analyses, we verified the presence of two divergent

haplotypes differing with regard to an indel, a �260 kb region (LG10:38,426,515-38,684,012) within a 1 Mb phased block

(LG10:37,829,718-38,865,685) (Figure S5C). The haplotype information was used to modify the reference genome sequence in

this region to represent the dominant S-haplotype prior to further analyses (Figure S5D).

Genome annotation
The identification of coding sequences relied on the usage of curated and custom protein sequences databases, and the assembly of

the transcriptomes from different tissues.We used the Uniprot Swiss-Prot database89 to produce a non-redundant protein sequence

database that consisted of 563,972 proteins (downloaded on December of 2020). We also identified and downloaded taxon-specific

protein data bases from UniProt and Ensembl, including the proteomes of Rosids (rosids_swissprot.fasta with 22,046 proteins, and

Vitis_vinifera.12X.pep.all.fa, with 29,927 proteins), the order Malpighiales (Populus_trichocarpa.Pop_tri_v3.pep.all.fa with 73,012

proteins) and the genus Linum (Lusitatissimum_200_v1.0.protein.fa with 43,484 proteins).

We generated de novo transcriptome assemblies for annotation using RNA-Seq data frommature flowers, floral buds, leaves and

stems from two thrum individuals. After error correction, adapter and quality trimming and removal of ribosomal reads, we generated

de novo assemblies with Trinity (2.9.1) using default settings.61,62 Additional assemblies were produced by processing the in silico

normalized files created through Trinity with Velvet90 and Oases.91 The transcriptomes obtained with the pipelines of Trinity and

Velvet/Oases were merged using EvidentialGene (http://eugenes.org/EvidentialGene/) to identify the primary transcripts and alter-

nate transcripts/isoforms accepted as valid. In addition, we also used a reference-guided assembly approach. RNA-Seq data

and the chromosome-level reference genome were processed through the pipeline TranscriptAssembly (https://github.com/

NBISweden/pipelines-nextflow/blob/master/subworkflows/transcript_assembly/README.md) that uses fastp92 for quality control

and preprocessing of raw files, HISAT263 for the alignment of RNA reads, and StringTie64 to assembly transcripts from each tissue

independently.

To identify repeats and mask the assembly prior to structural annotation, we created a custom repeat library modelled using

RepeatModeler65 and RepeatMasker.66 Since protein-coding genes can contain repetitive sequences, the library of repeats was
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vetted against the protein set (after transposon removal) to exclude any nucleotide motif present in low-complexity coding

sequences. The final identification of repetitive sequences in the genome was conducted using RepeatMasker66 and

RepeatRunner,67 allowing the identification of highly divergent repeats and protein coding portions.

Gene models were constructed using MAKER268 guided by evidence from both aligned transcript sequences and reference pro-

teins, and were then used to train ab initio prediction tools (https://github.com/NBISweden/pipelines-nextflow/blob/master/

subworkflows/abinitio_training/README.md). Once the ab initio tools were trained, a new run of MAKER2 was conducted. Two pre-

diction strategies were conducted and gene models were compared. The approach using only Augustus69 lead to a higher percent-

age of genes identified compared with the Augustus + Snap93 gene build (93.8 vs 91.6% BUSCO v4.0.2 complete, respectively)

(Table S1), and the visual inspection of the results showed a clear reduction in false positive prediction. Hence, the Augustus

only-based was retained for further analyses.

We manually annotated the S-locus region (LG10: 38,426,515-38,684,012) which was of particular interest for this study. Specif-

ically, we first predicted gene models using Augustus69 with softmasking=0 and then sought additional evidence supporting the

existence of the predicted protein coding sequences based on RNA sequencing data from leaves, stems, floral buds and mature

flowers. If a certain protein coding sequence was present both in the automatic and manual annotations, we kept only one of

them for downstream analyses.

Functional annotation of the translated CDS features was performed using the pipeline FunctionalAnnotation (https://github.com/

NBISweden/pipelines-nextflow/blob/master/subworkflows/functional_annotation/README.md). This pipeline uses Blast and

InterProScan94 to retrieve information on protein function from 20 different sources, which was associated to each mRNA feature.

To infer gene and protein names, protein sequences were blasted against the Uniprot/Swissprot reference data set, and hits with

the best score (E-values < 1x10-6) were kept. The annotation of tRNA sequences relied on tRNAscan (1.3.1)95 followed by the removal

of features with AED scores equal to 1. Finally, other ncRNAs were predicted using the database Rfam96 using only highly conserved

eukaryotic ncRNA families, and the co-variance models provided by Rfam were then processed using Infernal.97

Population genomic analyses
To identify regions with coverage differences between thrum and pin individuals, we analyzed whole-genome sequences (Illumina

short reads) from 43 individuals with knownmorph from two populations (Data S1B). After adapter and quality trimming using ‘bbduk‘

from BBMap/BBTools,70 reads were mapped to the chromosome-scale assembly with BWA-MEM (v0.7.17) and duplicated reads

were removed using MarkDuplicates from Picard tools v2.0.1.71 Sites in repetitive regions were identified using RepeatMasker66

and removed from consideration. We estimated per-window genome coverage in 50 kb windows separately for pin and thrum sam-

ples using BEDTools.72We tested for a difference inmedian coverage between thrum and pin samples for each 50 kbwindow using a

two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test followed by Bonferroni correction.

We estimated polymorphism and divergence using the same short-read data as for coverage analyses. BAM files were processed

with SAMtools/bcftools73 to produce genotype likelihoods from sequence alignments using the function ‘mpileup’, and the VCF file

containing variants (SNPs/INDELs) and invariant sites was created with the function ‘call’. The VCF file was further processed to

only keep biallelic SNPs and invariant sites, and filtered based on quality (QUAL > 20), coverage (AVG(FMT/DP) > 10 & AVG(FMT/

DP) < 50) and data missingness (F_MISSING < 0.2) using the function filter from bcftools. We removed repetitive regions and excluded

the thrum-specific hemizygous region (LG10 38,426,515-38,684,012) prior to estimating polymorphism and differentiation/divergence

statistics. The resulting repeat-masked VCF file was processed with pixy74 to estimate FST (between thrum and pin samples) and p in

thrum and pin samples in 5 kb windows. Each population (CL=17 and SMT=26 samples) was analyzed independently, and sample-

morph association files were provided to pixy in the argument ‘–populations’. To identify which windows show significant FST and dif-

ference in p betweenmorphs, we conducted permutation tests in R. Approximate test-statistic distributions for each windowwere ob-

tained by permuting the list of sample ID – morph association 1000 times, and the observed value was compared with the distributions

to calculate the P-values, followed by adjustment for multiple testing with the FDR method using the Benjamini-Hochberg approach.

Recombination rate and linkage disequilibrium estimates
We converted the genetic map obtained from Lep-MAP3 in the Rqtl format.98 After polarization and filtering to retain markers with

monotonically increasing genetic distance with physical distance, the genetic map contained 2,471 markers. The recombination

rate for each chromosomewas calculatedwith the ‘est.recrate’ function of the xoi R package (https://github.com/kbroman/xoi). Link-

age disequilibrium decay estimates were obtained using biallelic SNPs previously identified using data from both populations SMT

and CL (n=43) as described in Population genomic analyses. LD decay analyses were performed with ngsLD75 calculating the LD on

SNPs with a minor allele frequency higher than 0.1 and at a maximum distance of 20 kb between each other. These estimates of r2

decay were obtained for the �260 kb indel, three down- and three upstream 250 kb windows neighboring the region, and all LG10-

linked windows to obtain a mean estimate.

Genome-wide association mapping
We conducted a GWAS to identify loci associated with floral morph. Only biallelic SNPs derived from the VCF file produced in

Population genomic analyses were included. We tested for an association between morph and SNP in PLINK (v1.90b4.9, https://

www.cog-genomics.org/plink/1.9/)76 using Fisher’s exact test, with significance adjustment using the Benjamini-Hochberg proced-

ure to control the False Discovery Rate (FDR).99
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Comparison of TE content between the distyly S-locus and neighboring windows
We estimated and compared the percentage of TEs between S-linked and neighboring regions. For this, we relied on the chromo-

some-level genome assembly and its corresponding annotation of repetitive elements. Microsatellites (STRs and simple repeats)

and regions of low complexity were not considered in these analyses, and the fraction of TEs in 25 kb windows were compared be-

tween the S-locus and the neighboring regions using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Finally, the annotation of repetitive elements was

summarized to characterize the most abundant types of TEs (DNA transposons, LINE, LTR, Helitron or other) for all LG, LG10 and

the S-locus.

Comparison of pN/pS between S-linked and neighboring genes
To investigate if pN/pS estimates differ between distyly S-linked and neighboring genes, we produced a thrum-only VCF file contain-

ing biallelic SNPs and invariant sites (SMT=13 samples). We identified 0-fold and 4-fold degenerate sites (here assumed as non-syn-

onymous and synonymous loci respectively) by using the chromosome-level thrum assembly and its corresponding annotation with

the script NewAnnotateRef.py (https://github.com/fabbyrob/science/tree/master/pileup_analyzers). Nucleotide diversity was esti-

mated separately for each gene at 0-fold non-synonymous and 4-fold degenerate synonymous sites using pixy. We compared

pN/pS between S-linked (LG10: 38,425,470-38,686,519) and neighboring genes (pN/pS: n=4 S-linked and on each side of the S-locus

after keeping only genes with p at 4-fold sites > 0) using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Differential expression, gene set enrichment and patterns of expression of S-linked genes
We analyzed differential expression between thrum and pin samples of floral buds (n thrum=6, pin=4), leaves (n thrum=6, pin=4), pis-

tils (n thrum=3, pin=3), stamens (n thrum=3, pin=3) and petals (n thrum=3, pin=3) in the R package DESeq2,77 with logarithmic fold

change correction using Approximate Posterior Estimation in the R package apeglm.100 We controlled FDR using the Benjamini-

Hochberg method99 and considered genes with adjusted P %0.01 as significantly differentially expressed. Normalized counts of

RNAseq reads mapped to S-linked genes were compared between thrum and pin samples with a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Gene

set enrichment analyses were conducted in TopGO 2.46.078 using the weighted Fisher exact test. We additionally investigated pat-

terns of expression of S-linked genes in mature floral organs by calculating their abundance as Transcript per Million (TPM), which

allowed us to determine if transcripts fromS-linked genes are expressed in pistils, stamens and petals. Gene expression was consid-

ered detected in a sample if TPM R 0.5 percentile of TPM values for the sample, and genes were determined as expressed in the

organ if present in two or more biological replicates. Finally, to better inform our understanding of the involvement of all genes clus-

tered within the S-locus in controlling distyly, we leveraged the results of the functional annotation obtained with InterProscan and

Blast to classify genes based on PANTHER family membership, and this information was used to manually retrieve GO terms using

the AmiGO database.101–103

Identification of putative paralogs of S-linked genes and divergence estimates
We investigated the genomic distribution of the paralogs of S-linked genes by conducting Blast analyses.84 Using the command

‘makeblastdb’, we created a custom data base including all protein-coding genes present in the annotation of the L. tenue assembly.

Next, the longest isoforms ofS-linked genes sequences were used as queries against the data base using the command ‘blastp’, and

matches with an E-value % 0.01 were deemed significant. We kept the first ten best matches for each Blast result, and conducted

reciprocal Blast analyses for each entry. Genes with the best matching results in both Blast and reciprocal Blast analyses were deter-

mined as the most likely paralogs of S-linked genes.

We estimated synonymous divergence between S-linked genes and their paralogs by extracting the coding sequence of the

longest isoforms and aligned the sequences based on their translated amino acid sequences in webPRANK.79 S-linked genes for

which we could not reliably align their sequences with their corresponding putative paralogs were excluded from the analyses.

We also excluded gene LITEG00000052185 as the closest paralog was uncertain with nine highly similar paralogs detected across

the genome (Data S1D). The number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site was estimated in MEGA X80,81 using the Nei-

Gojobori method,104 excluding all alignment sites with gaps. Standard errors of synonymous divergence estimates were obtained

based on 500 bootstrap replicates.

Finally, to investigate if homologs of S-linked genes are closely located or scattered throughout the genomes of other two species

of the order Malpighiales, we used Phytozome’s Blast tool (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/blast-search) to find the best

matches of L. tenue S-linked genes inManihot esculenta (v8.1)38 and Populus trichocarpa (v4.1).39 Finally, we conducted reciprocal

Blast using the L. tenue protein data base for each of the matches previously obtained for both outgroup species.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses are described in the STAR Methods, methods details section, in the main text and Figure/Table legends. Scripts

for all analyses are available as detailed in the data and code availability statement.
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